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            NEW FOR 2018

Introducing our new Polysafe Quattro Collection.

This innovative safety flooring range offers barefoot and shod 
sustainable wet slip resistance with a stud-free finish for enhanced 

comfort underfoot.

Polysafe Quattro has been specifically designed to provide a high     
degree of slip resistance in continually wet areas within the health-

care, residential care, housing and leisure sectors. This includes 
areas such as changing rooms, walk-in showers, wet rooms, adapt-
ed bathrooms, spas and pool surrounds. As the potential for slips is 
higher in wet environments, it is important to choose a HSE compli-
ant safety flooring such as Polysafe Quattro which offers sustainable 

slip resistance, assured throughout the product’s guaranteed life.

Polysafe Quattro is available as a 2mm guage flexible sheet which 
allows it to be thermally welded, coved up walls and easily installed 
around drains and awkward corners for hygienic and watertight wall 

to floor finish.

12 shades, R11 slip resistance, 100% recyclable

                                                                                                                                              POLYSAFE QUATTRO 

Barley Cove 5761 Truffle Shore 5762 Sea Spray 5763 Coastal Flint 5764

Granite Sky 5765 Chalk Dune 5766 Cool Pebble 5767 Sea Mist 5768

Calm Azure 5770 Deep Lagoon 5771 Lunar Shell 5772 Slate Haze 5773

QUATTRO

Deep Lagoon 5771 Barley Cove 5761

Cool Pebble 5767 Calm Azure 5770Cool Pebble 5767



             WE’RE COVERING NEW ZEALAND          

The Barber Shop experience is an 
international trend whereby men are 
now treating themselves to some “me 
time” - a cut throat shave is an age-
old ritual which is now becoming the 
norm again.

The store design had to stand out 
from the crowd, as well as being mas-
culine and make customers feel like 
they could “escape” for a while.

Instead of a waiting space consisting 
of the prescriptive waiting area, a long 
table with stools encourages cus-
tom-ers to flick through magazines, 
check out BarberShop products and 
socialize with other customers. Recy-
cled timber from old boats (sourced 
by the client) used as a wall feature 
and subway tiles, timber shelving, 
rustic pendants and moody bricks 
come together to make a very cool 
site indeed.

Polyflor’s Expona Design Dark Grey 
Concrete complimented the mascu-

line feel of the store. Expona Design is 
recommended for heavy commercial, 
light industrial and also residential 
areas that require a hardwearing 
floorcovering which is attractive, mod-
ern and easy to maintain. Featuring 
realistic reproductions of wood, stone 
and metal designs and textures avail-
able in planks and tiles.

3mm Gauge, 0.7mm wear layer

                                                      WE’RE COVERING NEW ZEALAND   

The entrance foyer at our Polyflor New Zealand 
offices in Manukau, Auckland looks amazing with 
some new Expona Commercial on the floor.

We love the contrasting patterns of Liquorice Parch-
ment tiles and Dark Recycled Wood planks.

The Expona Commercial luxury vinyl tiles collection 
features inspiring wood, stone and abstract de-
signs. This range can be used to create adventurous 
interior schemes featuring bold statement floor-
ing designs which tap into the latest architectural 
trends. Stunning yet subtle flooring designs in more 
traditional reproductions of natural materials give 
balance to this varied collection of heavy commer-
cial 2.5mm gauge luxury vinyl tiles.

Barber shops...

to offices....

...and restaurants
Good Local is a gastro bar and Restaurant focused on providing 
quality food, service and value for money to locals. Their Pyes Pa 
store opened in October, 2017.

Expona Simplay Natural Ash 2511 was the flooring selection for 
their beautiful new store.

The Expona Simplay collection of loose lay vinyl tiles and planks 
is a ready to lay product designed to reduce installation time.

The designs within the collection include ontrend-concrete, 
marble and vintage wood effects alongside larger format Mono 
designs. The whole collection also features bevelled edges.
Suitable for heavy commercial use in offices, retail and other 
areas with heavy traffic. Also ideal for use in the home in living 
rooms, kitchens, bathrooms and entrance halls.



              MEET OUR NZ SALES EXPERTS          
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Northland, Auckland, Pacific 
Islands
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Auckland
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027 4922 305

Northland, Auckland, Waikato, 
Taupo
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paul.duck@polyflor.co.nz
027 4808 734

Auckland, Coromandel, Bay of 
Plenty

 

ROSS MURRAY
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Wellington, Hawkes Bay, 

Manawatu, Taranaki
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michael.hooson@polyflor.co.nz
027 4922 304

Wellington, Marlborough, Nelson, 
Wanganui, Hawkes Bay

TONY CALDER
Residential Sales Consultant
tony.calder@polyflor.co.nz

027 4713 681
Canterbury, Otago, Southland, 

West Coast

CRAIG ANDERSON
Regional Sales Manager

craig.anderson@polyflor.co.nz
027 4327 978

Canterbury, Otago, Southland, 
West Coast

Servoplan Ki 1
Cement bonded, acrylic polymer enhanced, fast 
drying, self-leveling compound for leveling con-
crete based subfloors up to 20 mm / 1/32“ – ¾” 
layer thickness in one pour. Servoplan Ki 1 is 
suitable as a subfloor for installation of: ceramic, 
natural stone, textile, resilient and parquet/hard-
wood floor coverings. For dry interior areas as 
well as for moisture class A0 (German) combined 
with a bonded waterproofing. Also suitable for 
mastic asphalt attics of hardness class IC 10 in 
layer thicknesses up to 10 mm.

Servoplan Ki 1 can be used in the living areas as 
directly usable floors.

Features:

• self-leveling, fast drying
• excellent flow characteristics
• very low stress, high compressive strength
• pumpable
• extended coverage
• layer thickness from 1 to 20 mm (1/32“ – ¾”)
• suitable under tiles, parquet, hardwood and        

resilient flooring
• very smooth surface, thus reducing consump-

tion of adhesives

Coverage:

• approx. 1.4 kg/m² per mm thickness
• approx. 60 sq. ft. per bag at 1/8”

For more information about Servoplan 
Ki 1 or to view our extensive range of                                      
Kiesel adhesives, screeds and primers, visit                                      
www.polyflor.co.nz/kiesel 

                                                                                                              NEW KIESEL SERVOPLAN Ki 1   

2 Narek Place, Manukau, 2104
0800 765 935

sales@polyflor.co.nz
www.polyflor.co.nz



              LVT TREND SPOTLIGHT          

Natural Raw Elements
The introduction of natural raw elements within inte-
riors is a growing trend, heavily influenced by surging 
environmental awareness and the encouragement of 
individuals to become more eco-friendly. 

In addition to reducing our carbon footprint, incorpo-
rating natural raw materials in interiors is an effective 
way of transforming large architectural spaces into 
spectacular interiors by giving them a natural feel 
and unique character. Elements such as concrete, 
reclaimed timbers, raw plywood, brickwork and steel 
are all materials commonly used in modern interiors, 
and their unfinished appearance adds texture to an 
installation.   

Polyflor’s LVT collections offer a wide range of nat-
ural and man-made designs which beautifully com-
plement a plethora of raw building materials.  Here’s 
some examples on our Natural Raw Elements mood 
board.

Expona Simplay 
Warm Grey Concrete 2568

Expona Commercial 
Natural Barnwood 4107

Expona Simplay 
Cold Cracked Concrete 2585

Affinity
Reclaimed Pine 9794

Expona Commercial 
Grey Salvaged Wood 4104

                                                                                                                        LVT TREND SPOTLIGHT  

Zoning within commercial interiors is a trend which 
we’ve seen repeatedly over recent years. It can be effectively 

used in large open plan spaces to encourage certain behaviour, 
as well as heightening the overall experience for its users.               

Zoning can be easily achieved with LVT with very little effort to 
create eye-catching and stimulating designs, including corridors, 

walkways as well as highlighting feature areas.

Tip
LVT allows you to blend two 
shades for a gradual effect

Expona Flow
Silver Oak 9826 and Smoked Oak 9827

Expona Flow
English Oak 9823 and Meadow 9850

Expona Simplay
Warm Grey Concrete 2568 and Beige Mono 2580
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Expona Simplay
Light Grey Concrete 2567



Carpet 
Tiles

Innovation Square Blue Grey

Our ranges of heavy duty commercial 
carpet tiles are suitable for various appli-
cations including schools, offices, hos-

pitality and public interiors such as churches, 
libraries and community centres.

The comprehensive range includes contempo-
rary and classic styles, plains and patterns, and 
colourways to enhance all types of interiors.

Carpet tiles can be quickly adapted to chang-
ing needs, reducing the cost of reorganisation 
and allowing for greater design flexibility.

P	 Suitable for high traffic areas
P	 Easy to maintain
P	 Cost effective
P	 Sound absorption
P	 Easy to install

To view our range of carpet tiles please vis-
it our website www.polyflor.co.nz or call      
0800 765 935 to request a sample.

Vika Blackwood

Timeless Avenue Dawn & Dusk

Ritz Taupe



              WE’RE COVERING NEW ZEALAND          

Black Interiors & Spaceworks Design 
Group recently teamed up for the 
refurbishment of this rugby box at 
Eden Park Stadium, Auckland.

Expona Commercial Light Classic 
Oak 4085 in Herringbone effect has 
added a whole new dimension to this 
project.

The flexibility of Luxury Vinyl Tiles 
to be laid individually allows you 
to discover a wide assortment of 
flooring patterns. With little or no 
cutting required, beautiful flooring 
installations such as herringbone 
can create eye-cating interiors, guide 
users throughout a space or create 
multi-purpose zones.

The Expona Commercial luxury vinyl 
tiles collection of shades spans a 
plethora of wood species, natural 
stone and man-made materials, each 
featuring a complementary surface 
texture for an authentic appearance. 
This range can be used to create 

adventurous interior schemes featur-
ing bold statement flooring designs 
which tap into the latest architec-
tural trends. Stunning yet subtle 
flooring designs in more traditional 
reproductions of natural materials 
give balance to this varied collection 
of heavy commercial 2.5mm gauge 
luxury vinyl tiles.

Rugby Boxes...

AFTER

BEFORE

                                                    WE’RE COVERING NEW ZEALAND   

The big SugarTree Lane commercial and residential de-
velopment, occupying an Auckland city block bounded 
by Union, Cook and Nelson Sts has been designed for 
community living - as a sophisticated urban village in a 
central city location. Apartments, retail, entertainment 
and workspace; a place for people to live, work, play 
and relax, in the very heart of Auckland. 

Sugartree Lane Preschool forms part of this new excit-
ing development. They chose the gorgeous Forest FX 
American Oak 3380 for their fitout. 

The durability of Forest FX lends itself perfectly to the 
demands of commercial interiors, leading with the key 
advantages of aesthetics and performance, with the 
added flexibility to meet corporate design schemes. 

The Forest FX designs are ideal for education, health-
care, office, retail and leisure sectors, developed and 
presented in a practical, resilient and hygienic product 
construction.

2.0mm Gauge, 0.70mm wear layer, 18 shades

to preschool

...and a penguin research facility
The Oamaru Blue Penguin colony began 
when a small number of blue penguins 
began nesting in a rock quarry area at the 
edge of Oamaru Harbour in the early 1990s. 
Today, it is Oamaru’s largest tourist attrac-
tion, with over 75,000 visitors per year.

Pearlazzo PUR, an attractive high perfor-
mance, heavy duty, homogeneous floorcov-
ering was installed in the research centre at 
the colony. 

Designed for the modern commercial 
environment, Pearlazzo PUR continues the 
theme of combining great style, low mainte-
nance and toughness, which specifiers have 
come to expect from the existing Polyflor 
homogeneous PUR family of products.

Available in a palette of contemporary co-
lours, ranging from pale neutrals through to 
more intense shades, Pearlazzo PUR features 
a unique multi-flake decoration giving it a 
distinct appeal. 

As with all Homogeneous PUR ranges, 
Pearlazzo PUR features a high quality, cross-
linked polyurethane reinforcement, UV cured 
to provide a low-cost polishfree maintenance 
regime for the lifetime of the flooring.

Ideally suited for heavy traffic areas,    
Pearlazzo PUR is recommended for use 
throughout commercial interiors, healthcare 
and education facilities, as well as retail 
outlets.



              SAFETY FLOORING         

Polysafe safety flooring has been manu-
factured by Polyflor for over 25 years and 
today the collection offers an array of prod-
ucts for all possible applications with a level 
of performance and quality second to none.

Safety flooring is specified increasingly to provide 
underfoot safety for employees, customers and 
public alike. Polyflor is unswerving in its commitment 
to maintain the level of slip resistance through the 
guaranteed life of the product, in addition to provid-
ing the choice of colour, decoration, texture and ease 
of cleaning you would expect from a Polyflor product.

• Guaranteed levels of slip resistance
• Independently proved to be easier to clean
• Unique Polysafe PUR cross-linked reinforcement
• Range of attractive colours and decorations
• Tailored products for all applications
• All ranges widely available
• Peace of mind in specifying a Polyflor safety floor

Selecting slip resistant flooring that is sustainable for 
its guaranteed life can be a difficult area for everyone 
in the specification chain to understand. In short, 
your safety flooring should:

• Achieve a sustainable result of 36+ in the Pen-
dulum Slip Test for slip resistance, tested in wet 
conditions

• Conform to EN 13845, the European standard for 
particle based safety flooring and NZ3661.1 and 
AS/NZS4586

• Meet the 50,000 cycles abrasion test require-
ments of EN 13845, proving that performance of 
slip resistant particles is sustainable

• Feature safety particles in the performance lay-
er of the product - an emboss or gritted coating 
will only offer short term slip resistance and once 
trafficked will leave a smooth floor that is NOT 
slip resistant in wet conditions

• NOT be specified solely on R ratings to the 
ex-factory Ramp Test (DIN 51130 or DIN 51097), 
as these ratings do not demonstrate any longevi-
ty in terms of the floorcovering’s slip resistance

To view our 12 ranges of safety flooring, visit our 
website at www.polyflor.co.nz or call 0800 765 935 
for samples.

Polysafe Verona

Polysafe Apex

Polysafe Vogue Ultra 

Polysafe Hydro Evolve 

 

BLOC PUR gives you that choice to create            
tonal, complementary or harmonious interior         

design schemes through the availability of a broad        
spectrum of 16 enticing colours.

Featuring a fully pigmented homogenous PVC wear 
layer of pure colour with a textured emboss, BLOC 

PUR is a high performance, heavy duty sheet 
floorcovering ideally suited for use within the retail, 

leisure and commercial sectors.

2.0mm gauge
0.70mm wear layer

Marine Blue 9939 & Cool Breeze 9936

Woodland Green 9941 & Lime Crush 9940

Red Beacon 9948 & Studio Grey 9933

Lemon Punch 9947

Lilac Essence 9949



            WE’RE COVERING NEW ZEALAND        

C          ombining beautifully replicated timber plank 
designs and authentic wood textures, the 
Expona Simplay collection encompasses a 
wide spectrum of wood species and finishes. 

Each design features bevelled edges for a timeless tim-
ber plank effect, and fine grain and knot detailing that 
creates movement and natural variation typical of real 
wooden floorcoverings. 

“After viewing the many options available to us for 
flooring in our new home we chose Expona Simplay for 
our open plan living, dining and kitchen area. 

The choice of colour (Natural Ash 2511), large format 
planks, bevelled edge, plus Expona Simplays acoustic 
and thermal qualities have resulted in an amazing floor 
that we are incredibly happy with. 

The colour tones beautifully with the solid oak island 
top and shelf features in the kitchen and the fully com-
mercial wear layer gives us a floor able to handle high 
traffic and maintain its beautiful look for many years to 
come” 

Expona Simplay features a 5mm gauge, 0.7mm wear 
layer, with a PUR surface treatment. Visit our web-
site at www.polyflor.co.nz to find out more about the 
range.

                                                      WE’RE COVERING NEW ZEALAND   

Recent upgrades at Auckland City Hospital included new flooring to some of 
the wards.

Prior usage of Polyflor products at other Auckland District Health Board sites 
made the product range and colour selection for this project effortless.

Looking to add some colour to the Adult Heart Ward 34, Polyflor Mystique 
PUR was the product of choice. Mystique PUR enables the transformation of 
any commercial environment with a bold array of colour. Mystique PUR is rec-
ommended for use throughout commercial interiors, healthcare and education 
facilities, as well as retail outlets. 

Forest FX PUR was installed in the Whānau Room, Staff Tearoom and admin 
rooms to add a contrasting colour. The Forest FX collection of wood effect vinyl 
sheet floorcoverings is specifically designed for a wide range of commercial 
interiors. Ideal for healthcare, developed and presented in a practical, resilient 
and hygienic product construction.

Classic Mystique PUR Silver Mist 1430, Starship Hospital’s choice of flooring 
colour, was carried through to the Paediatric Heart Ward 23 B. As with all Ho-
mogeneous PUR ranges, Classic Mystique
PUR features a high quality, cross-linked polyurethane reinforcement, UV 
cured to provide a low-cost polishfree maintenance regime for the lifetime of 
the flooring.

Crown Flooring, Flooring Consultant - Phil Skelton

Paediatric Heart Ward 23B
Classic Mystique PUR Silver Mist 1430

Adult Heart Ward 34
Mystique PUR Azul 3570

AED Whānau Room
Forest FX Warm Beech 3290

Paediatric Heart Ward 23B
Classic Mystique PUR Silver Mist 1430

Staff Tearoom
Forest FX Warm Beech 3290



Forest FX
Eton Oak Parquet 3108
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Blacktex
Venice Wood 196L

Expona Flow
Painted Chevron 9828

The ultimate choice for a luxury look, try a classic chevron or            
herringbone pattern—the parquet styles have been around for more 

than a century. 

Choosing between the two comes down to personal taste: Chevron 
meets in perfect points like a long string of arrows, while herringbone 

looks slightly staggered. Often found in formal living rooms, dining 
rooms, and entrance halls, both of these elegant zigzag designs        

elevate a room from the ground up.

It’s so simple to create these looks with our large collection of 
LVT products. We also have some cushion sheet vinyl ranges like            

Forest FX, Expona Flow and Blacktex who have recently added these 
eye-catching designs to their collections.

                                                         DOMESTIC CUSHION VINYL                                     HERRINGBONE & CHEVRON TREND       

Domestic 
Tough, practical and hygienic, cushion vinyl also offers an 

extraordinary choice of designs: from brilliant colours and 
abstracts, to perfect reproductions of natural materials such 

as wood and stone. It feels good too offering cushioned 
underfoot comfort as well as a variety of finishes to provide 

touch sensation that match the looks. Hardwearing, slip 
resistant and easy to clean, vinyl is the modern option for 

modern lifestyles.

Blacktex
Columbian Oak 906M

Sherwood
Lime Oak 609M

Blacktex
Zinc 976M

Cushion Vinyl 

Mediterranean
Aveo 090S

Visit our Polyflor website to view our extensive range of                   
Domestic Cushion Vinyls - www.polyflor.co.nz



2 Narek Place, Manukau, 2104, New Zealand
0800 765 935

sales@polyflor.co.nz
www.polyflor.co.nz

Polysafe Quattro
Sea Spray 5763


